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Abstrat. We develop a Hamiltonian formulation of the Bianhi type I spae-time
in onformal gravitythe theory desribed by the Lagrangian L ∝ √−g CabcdCabcd,
whih involves the quadrati urvature invariant onstruted from the Weyl tensor, in
a four-dimensional spae-time. We derive the expliit forms of the super-Hamiltonian
and of the onstraint expressing the onformal invariane of the theory and we write
down the system of anonial equations. To seek out exat solutions of this system we
add extra onstraints on the anonial variables and we go through a global involution
algorithm whih eventually leads to the losure of the onstraint algebra. The Painlevé
approah provides us with a proof of non-integrability, as a onsequene of the presene
of movable logarithms in the general solution of the problem. We extrat all possible
partiular solutions that may be written in losed analytial form. This enables us
to demonstrate that the global involution algorithm has brought forth the omplete
list of exat solutions that may be written in losed analytial form. We disuss the
onformal relationship, or absene thereof, of our solutions with Einstein spaes.
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1. Introdution
Adopting Weyl's paradigm of a onformally invariant physis [1℄, though without the
additional Weyl 1-form, Bah put forth an alternative set of fourth-order gravitational
eld equationsthe Bah equations [2℄. They are derived by varying, on a four-
dimensional Riemannian spae-time (M, g), the unique quadrati onformally invariant
ation that is obtained upon gauging the global onformal group [3℄, viz.
S = −1
4
∫
M
d4x
√−g CabcdCabcd, (1)
where Cabcd is the Weyl tensor.† Bah equations are found in dierential geometry and in
mathematial studies of Einstein's equations of general relativity that utilise onformal
tehniques. For instane, Iriondo et al. have reently shown that the integrability
onditions arising in the null surfae formulation of general relativity impose a eld
equation on the loal null surfaes whih is equivalent to the fullment of the Bah
equations [5℄. Indeed, the Bah equations onstitute a neessary ondition for a spae
to be onformal to an Einstein spae.
Weyl onformal gravitythe theory based on the ation (1)has attrated muh
interest as a promising andidate for quantum gravity. Beside the attrative feature
of being the loal gauge theory of the onformal group, quantum onformal gravity
possesses the virtues of renormalisability, due to the lak of sale in the theory,
and asymptoti freedom. Paradoxially, onformal gravity has not reeived general
aeptane sine it involves higher derivatives; some solutions of the lassial theory
are expeted to have no lower energy bound and, therefore, exhibit instabilities, i.e.
`runaway solutions' [6℄. In other words, ghosts (negative-energy modes) propagate in the
linearised theory, thereby breaking unitarity. However, beside the fat that the unitary
issue is still open in the ontext of theories with higher derivatives, very interesting
results inferred from the zero-energy theorem [7℄ indiate that nonperturbative eets
may alter the spetrum of the asymptoti states, eetively onning the ghosts [8, 9℄.
On the other hand, onformal gravity bears no resemblane to general relativity
lassially: Einstein gravity is not sale invariant and requires the dimensionful Newton
oupling onstant GN. Moreover, being fourth-order, the Bah equations have a larger
lass of solutions than the seond-order Einstein equations; those solutions inlude
the aforementioned undesirable runaway modes. Notwithstanding this fat, it is a
remarkable result that Birkho's theorem holds in onformal gravity, unlike generi
quadrati theories [10℄. Moreover, every Einstein spae or every spae onformal to an
Einstein spae fulls the vauum Bah equations automatially. This property has
led many authors to laim that onformal gravity and Einstein's general relativity
are indistinguishable from eah other as far as lassial tests are onerned: in both
theories the Shwarzshildde Sitter line-element is a vauum solution. However, as
rstly pointed out by Pehlaner and Sexl [11℄ and independently by Havas [12℄, the
† We adopt Wald's onventions of sign, denitions of urvature tensors (but the extrinsi urvature),
and abstrat index notation unless otherwise stated [4℄.
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Shwarzshildde Sitter metri annot be the vauum solution of the Bah equations
with matter appropriate to the exterior of a positive-mass body like the Sun. (Rather
than the observed Newtonian 1/r potential, a point-mass M produes a linearly-rising
gravitational potential.) This asts doubts on the viability of Mannheim and Kazanas's
onformal gravity [13℄ (as exemplied by Perlik and Xu's ritis [14℄), whih is oneived
as a lassial alternative to Einstein's theory and the virtue of whih is its ability to
aount for the shapes of galati rotation urves without invoking dark matter.
Nevertheless, one may onsider that onformal gravity provides one with a better
approximation than general relativity to a yet unknown quantum theory of gravity,
before the expeted spontaneous breaking of onformal invariane. In that respet,
it ould make sense to examine whether known properties in Einstein's theory also
pertain to onformal gravity. With regard to osmology this leads us to onsider the
spatially homogeneous anisotropi spaes of Bianhi type I. They are indeed the simplest
nontrivial vauum spae-times sine FriedmannLemaîtreRobertsonWalker (FLRW)
isotropi osmologial models are onformally at. In this paper we lay emphasis on the
mathematial analysis rather than the physial disussion of the solutions: Our aim is to
determine whether the (Bianhi type I) Bah equations are integrable or notin a sense
that will be made preise laterand to nd out exat solutions. As far as this system
is onerned, it turns out that a nie interplay between involutive methods (within an
appropriate anonial formalism) and tehniques that probe the analyti struture of
the system enables us to go through the integration proess and produe the required
solutions.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Setion 2 we present briey the Bah
gravitational eld equations and the assoiated Bah tensor. We also set our notations
for the Bianhi type I metri. We devote Setion 3 to the anonial formulation and
involutive treatment of this system. Two of us have already onsidered the Hamiltonian
formulation of Bianhi osmologies in the pure R2 variant of the general quadrati
theory [15℄. Sine in this paper we onsider the onformally invariant ase, we build up
a Hamiltonian form of the onformally invariant ation (1) that we further partiularise
to the Bianhi type I system. We then take the ensuing anonial system as our starting
point for seeking out exat solutions. For that purpose we perform the DiraBergmann
onsisteny algorithm on spei onstraints that lead to an involutive system. In
Setion 4 taking up the Painlevé approah we prove the non-integrability of the Bianhi
type I system and extrat all possible partiular solutions, thereby showing that the
involution algorithm has produed the omplete set of exat solutions that an be written
in losed analytial form. In Setion 5 we haraterise our solutions in regard to their
onformal relationship with Einstein spaes. This paper is a more thorough presentation
of results reported elsewhere [16℄.
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2. Conformal gravity and Bah equations
Variation of the onformally invariant ation (1) with respet to the metri yields the
onformally invariant fourth-order Bah equations
Bab := 2∇m∇nCmabn + CmabnRmn = 0. (2)
In equation (2) Bab is alled the Bah tensor; it is symmetri, trae-free, and onformally
invariant of weight −1. Although expression (2) has a very ompat form this is
not appropriate for alulational purpose with omputer algebra: Computation of
the ontrated double ovariant derivative of the Weyl tensor is quite a heavy task
even for simple metris. Reently, Tsantilis et al. have provided an algorithm for the
MathTensor pakage, whih is based on the deomposition of the Riemann tensor in
its irreduible piees, and that gives the Bah equations in a muh more tratable form,
espeially with regard to osmologial appliations [17℄. In aordane with their results
we write down the following equivalent expression of Bab,
Bab = −
(
Rab − R
6
gab
)
+
1
3
∇a∇bR +
(
Cmabn +Rmabn +Rmbgan
)
Rmn, (3)
where the box  is the d'Alembertian seond-order dierential operator. Note that the
equivalene of expressions (2) and (3) an be proved owing to the useful formula
∇mCmabc = ∇cLab −∇bLac, (4)
where the symmetri tensor Lab is dened by
Lab =
1
12
(
Rgab − 6Rab
)
, (5)
and making use of the ontrated Bianhi identities.
The simplest spae-times exhibiting nontrivial physial degrees of freedom in the
onformally invariant gravitational theory based on the ation (1) are the spatially
homogeneous anisotropi spaes of Bianhi type Ithe isotropi flrw spaes are
onformally at. The orresponding Bah equations (3) an be derived with the help
of symboli omputational pakages suh as the Exal pakage in Redue [18℄. The
rst step is to write the metri in suh a way that the onformal invariane be manifest
ab initio. We assume that the Bianhi type I metri be diagonal. We adopt Misner's
parameterisation and hoose the onformal time dt := e−µdτ rather than the proper
time τ ; hene the line element is
ds2 = e2µ
[
−dt2 + e2(β++
√
3β−)dx2 + e2(β+−
√
3β−)dy2 + e−4β+dz2
]
, (6)
where µ, β+, and β− are funtions of time only. The independent Bah equations
orresponding respetively to the temporal and spatial diagonal omponents of the Bah
tensor (3) are given expliitly in Appendix A.
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3. Hamiltonian treatment of Bianhi type I spaes
3.1. Hamiltonian formalism and anonial equations
Unlike what happens in general relativity, where unwanted seond-order derivative terms
of the metri an be disarded from the gravitational ation through pure divergenes,
there is no hane whatsoever to weed out suh terms in the ontext of higher-order
gravity theories. It is fortunate however that a onsistent method of building up a
Hamiltonian formulation of those theories does atually exist; it is a generalisation of
the lassial Ostrogradsky formalism (see, e.g., [19℄, and referenes therein). Basially,
it onsists in introduing auxiliary degrees of freedom that enompass eah of the
suessive derivative terms higher than rst order. Without resorting expliitly to
this method Boulware worked out a Hamiltonian formulation of quadrati gravity [20℄.
Contradistintively, Buhbinder and Lyakhovih developed a anonial formalism for
the most general quadrati gravitational Lagrangian in four dimensions, by employing
the aforementioned generalised Ostrogradsky method [21℄. Here we make use of a
slightly dierent generalised Ostrograsky onstrutionas ompared to Buhbinder and
Lyakhovih's formalismin order to derive a anonial form of the onformally invariant
ation (1), whih was rst obtained by Boulware [20℄.
Assume that spae-time be foliated into a family of Cauhy hypersurfaes Σt of
unit normal na (see, e.g., [4℄). The indued metri hab onto these hypersurfaes is
dened by the formula hab = gab + nanb. The way the hypersurfaes are embedded into
spae-time is provided by the extrinsi urvature tensor Kab := −h cb ∇cna = −12Lnhab,
where Ln denotes the Lie derivative along the normal na (we adopt Ln as a generalised
notion of time dierentiation). In a oordinate basis the normal n has the omponents‡
nα ≡ (1,−N i)/N and nα ≡ (−N, 0) respetively and the metri gab an be written as
ds2 = hij(dx
i +N idt)⊗ (dxj +N jdt)−N2dt⊗ dt. (7)
The quantities N and N i are the standard adm variables, namely the lapse funtion
and shift vetor respetively. The 3 + 1splitting of spae-time enables one to express
the Lagrangian density L = −1
4
√−g CabcdCabcd only in terms of the quantities dened
onto Σt. For this purpose we make use of the Gauss, Codazzi, and York equations,
(3)Rabcd = h
a
kh
f
b h
g
c h
e
d R
k
fge + 2K
a
[dKc]b, (8a)
h de h
c
f h
b
g naR
a
bcd = 2D[fKe]g, (8b)
nbndh ae h
c
f Rabcd = LnKef +D(eaf) +KegKgf + aeaf , (8)
respetively, where D denotes the ovariant derivative onto Σt and a is the four-
aeleration of an observer moving along the normal to Σt, viz. ab := n
c∇cnb. After
some algebra we obtain the equations:
h de h
c
f h
b
g naC
a
bcd = 2
[
h de h
c
f h
b
g −
1
2
hbd(hegh
c
f − hfgh ce )
]
D[cKd]b, (9a)
‡ Latin indies i, j, k, . . . refer to spaelike omponents in Σt whereas Greek indies α, β, γ, . . . refer
to omponents with respet to a spei spae-time basis, suh as the adm basis with vetors
en := n = (∂t −N i∂i)/N and ei = ∂i.
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nbndh ae h
c
f Cabcd =
1
2
(
h ae h
c
f −
1
3
hefh
ac
)(
LnKac + (3)Rac +KKac +D(aac) + aaac
)
. (9b)
We an further speify equations (9a) and (9b) with respet to the adm basis:
Cnijk =
[
δri δ
s
jδ
t
k −
1
2
hrt(hikδ
s
j − hijδsk)
](
Krs|t −Krt|s
)
, (10a)
Cninj =
1
2
(
δki δ
l
j −
1
3
hijh
kl
)(
LnKkl + N|kl
N
+KKkl +
(3)Rkl
)
, (10b)
where a stroke `|' refers to the omponents of the ovariant derivative in the adm basis
and the symbol n indiates a omponent along en. Owing to the fat that the Weyl
tensor identially vanishes in three dimensions, the Lagrangian density in (1) redues to
L = −N
√
h
(
2CninjC
ninj + CnijkC
nijk
)
, (11)
where Cnijk and Cninj are given by equations (10a) and (10b) respetively.
Now onsider that the indued metri hij and the extrinsi urvature Kij be
independent variables: Kij are introdued as auxiliary Ostrogradsky variables. In order
to reover the denition Kij = −12Lnhij one we must replae the original Lagrangian
density by a onstrained Lagrangian density,
L = N−1L+ λij(Lnhij + 2Kij), (12)
with Lagrange multipliers λij as additional variables. One must therefore resort to
Dira's formalism for onstrained systems (see, e.g., [22℄, and referenes therein). The
onjugate momenta are dened as usual, viz.
pij =
∂L
∂Lnhij = λ
ij, (13a)
Qij = ∂L
∂LnKij = −2
√
hCninj , (13b)
Π
(λ)
ij =
∂L
∂Lnλij = 0. (13)
(Observe that the variable Qij is related to the eletri part of the Weyl tensor.) Hene
there are primary onstraints:
φij = pij − λij ≈ 0, Φ = hijQij ≈ 0, Π(λ)ij ≈ 0. (14)
(The seond onstraint arises beause only the traeless part of the `veloities', (LnKij)T,
an be extrated from equation (10b).) Performing a Legendre transformation on the
extended Lagrangian density (12) we obtain the anonial Hamiltonian density
Hc = −2pijKij +
√
hCnijkC
nijk − 1
2
√
h
QTijQTij −QTij |ij −QTij (3)Rij −KKTijQTij , (15)
whih is vanishing on aount of the fat that any gravitational Lagrangian is an already
parameterised system. Notie that we have disarded a surfae integral at spatial
innity, whih reads
∮
dσk(N|jQjk − NQjk|j). This boundary term is irrelevant for
all lass A Bianhi types. We have thus ast the ation (11) into anonial form,
S =
∫
M
d4xN
[
pij Lnhij +Qij LnKij − Hc(h,K, p,Q)
]
. (16)
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The assoiated Dira Hamiltonian density is
HD = Hc + µklφ
kl + νΦ + ξklΠ
(λ)
kl . (17)
Consisteny of the primary onstraints (14) when time evolution is onsidered yields
the determination of the multipliers µkl and ξ
kl
and gives rise to the unique seondary
onstraint
χ = 2p+KTklQTkl ≈ 0, (18)
whih is rst lassit is indeed the generator of onformal transformations. Moreover
the spurious anonial variables Q and K an be eliminated and only the respetive
traeless parts of the orresponding tensors remain as relevant anonial variables.
Hitherto the Hamiltonian formalism has been ompletely general, i.e. appliable to
spae-times without isometries; heneforth we intend to speify this setting to spatially
homogeneous osmologies, that is, Bianhi models, the metris of whih an be written
ds2 = −N2(t)dt2 + hij(t)ωiωj, (19)
where N is the lapse funtion and ωi for i = 1, 2, 3 are the basis dual one-forms
(whih satisfy dωi = 1
2
C ikj ω
j ∧ ωk) that haraterise the isometry group of eah
Bianhi type. We adopt the usual assumptions of Hamiltonian osmology: we hoose
the shift vetor to be zero and assume that the spatial metri hij be diagonal and
parameterised with Misner's variables µ(t) and β±(t). To proeed further we perform
a anonial transformation that we have dened in a previous work [15℄ the virtue
of whih is to disentangle terms stemming respetively from the pure R-squared and
onformal variants of the general quadrati theory. The new set of anonial variables is
{µ, β+, β−; Πµ,Π+,Π−;Q+,Q−;P+,P−}, where Q± and P± parameterise the traeless
tensors QTij and KTij respetively; the Π's are onjugate to Misner's variables and the
P's are onjugate to the Q's. Hene the spatial integration in the ation (16) an be
performed; the appropriate anonial ation for Bianhi osmologies is thus given by
S =
∫
dt
[
Πµµ˙+Π+β˙+ +Π−β˙− + P+Q˙+ + P−Q˙− −NHc − λcϕc
]
, (20)
where the expliit forms of the rst-lass onstraints Hc ≈ 0 (super-Hamiltonian) and
ϕc ≈ 0 (onformal onstraint) depend on the Bianhi type onsidered. For Bianhi type
I they redue respetively to
Hc = − 1√
6
[
Π+P+ +Π−P− − 2Q+(P2+ −P2−) + 4P+P−Q−
]
− 1
2
e−3µ
(
Q2+ +Q2−
)
, (21a)
ϕc = Πµ + P+Q+ + P−Q−. (21b)
We need to impose a gauge-xing ondition assoiated with the onformal onstraint
(21b). The introdution of the ondition µ ≈ 0 as an additional onstraint has the eet
of turning the onformal onstraint (21b) into seond lass. Hene we are allowed to
eliminate the pair of anonial variables µ and Πµ. On the other hand, in aordane
with the form of the Bianhi type I metri (6) we an parameterise the lapse funtion
as N = eµ. Therefore, we obtain the nal form of the anonial ation (20),
S =
∫
dt
[
Π+β˙+ +Π−β˙− + P+Q˙+ + P−Q˙− −Hc
]
, (22)
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where the super-Hamiltonian (21a) is now given by the expression
Hc = − 1√
6
[
Π+P+ +Π−P− − 2Q+(P2+ −P2−) + 4P+P−Q−
]
− 1
2
(
Q2+ +Q2−
)
. (23)
Varying the ation (22) with respet to the remaining anonial variables and their
onjugate momenta we derive the anonial equations of onformal gravity:
β˙± = − 1√
6
P±, (24a)
Π˙± = 0, (24b)
Q˙+ = − 1√
6
(Π+ + 4P−Q− − 4P+Q+), (24)
Q˙− = − 1√
6
(Π− + 4P−Q+ + 4P+Q−), (24d)
P˙+ = 2√
6
(P2− −P2+) +Q+, (24e)
P˙− = 4√
6
P+P− +Q−. (24f)
This system supplemented with the super-Hamiltonian onstraint (23) is equivalent
to the system of fourth-order eld equations (A.1)(A.4). However, instead of the
Bah equations we have now at our disposal the nie dierential system (24a)(24f)
and the algebrai onstraint (23). We shall seek out exat solutions by performing a
global involution algorithm on appropriate extra onstraints that yield losed onstraint
algebras.
3.2. Global involution of extra onstraints
The involution method onsists in applying the DiraBergmann onsisteny algorithm
to our lassial system, with the Poisson braket dened with respet to the anonial
variables β±, Π±, Q±, P±, and after suitable onditions have been imposed. For a
rigorous treatment on the onept of involution as applied to onstrained systems, we
refer the interested reader to Seiler and Tuker's artile [23℄. Stritly speaking, the steps
of the global involution algorithm are:
(i) Impose an appropriate extra onstraint on the anonial variables.
(ii) Require that onstraint to be preserved when time evolution is onsidered. This
gives rise to seondary onstraints and possibly to the determination of the Lagrange
multiplier assoiated with the extra onstraint.
(iii) Repeat Step (ii) until no new information omes out.
One the involution algorithm has been performed we an lassify all the onstraints
into rst lass and seond lass and proeed further to the analysis of the partiular
system.
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3.2.1. Constraint ϕp ≈ 0. The rst extra onstraint we onsider expresses that the
ratio of the variables P± be onstant, namely
ϕ(0)p = P− − pP+ ≈ 0, p ∈ R. (25)
The Poisson braket of ϕ
(0)
p and Hc yields the seondary onstraint
ϕ(1)p =
2√
6
p(p2 − 3)P2+ − (Q− − pQ+) ≈ 0. (26)
The Poisson braket of ϕ
(1)
p and HD := Hc + λpϕ
(0)
p leads to the determination of the
Lagrange multiplier, viz. λp ≈ (Π−−pΠ+)/[
√
6(1+p2)], whih turns out to be onstant,
and the algorithm stops. Both onstraints (25) and (26) are seond lass sine their
Poisson braket is equal to 1 + p2. Thus we an eliminate the orresponding spurious
degrees of freedom. To this end we perform the anonial transformation
Q± → Q± ± pQ∓. (27)
The ation (22) then redues to
S =
∫
dt
[
Π+β˙+ +Π−β˙− + P+Q˙+ −Hc
]
, (28)
where the super-Hamiltonian (23) is now given by
Hc = − 1√
6
(Π+ + pΠ−)P+ − 2√
6
(
3p2 − 1
1 + p2
)
P2+Q+ +
[
p2(p2 − 3)2
3(1 + p2)
]
P4+ −
Q2+
2(1 + p2)
.(29)
Varying the ation (28) with respet to the pair of anonial variables Q+ and P+ we
obtain the anonial equations
Q˙+ = − 1√
6
(Π+ + pΠ−)− 4√
6
(
3p2 − 1
1 + p2
)
P+Q+ +
[
4p2(p2 − 3)2
3(1 + p2)2
]
P3+, (30a)
P˙+ = 2√
6
(
3p2 − 1
1 + p2
)
P2+ +
Q+
1 + p2
. (30b)
Taking into aount the expliit form of the super-Hamiltonian (29) we obtain a
nonlinear rst-order dierential equation for P+(t),
P˙2+ =
2
3
(1 + p2)P4+ −
2√
6
(
Π+ + pΠ−
1 + p2
)
P+, (31)
whih an be written as one binomial equation of Briot and Bouquet,
u˙2 = u4 + γ3u, (32)
in terms of a new variable u dened by the homography u = ±2P+
√
(1 + p2)/6, with
γ3 = ∓2
3
(Π+ + pΠ−)(1 + p2)
−1/2
. Diret alulation shows that its general solution is
given by
u1(t) =
γ3
4W , (33)
where W stands for the Weierstrass ellipti funtion ℘(t − t0; g2, g3), with invariants
g2 = 0 and g3 = − 136(Π+ + pΠ−)2/(1 + p2), and with one arbitrary onstant t0 (see [24℄
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pp 627 ). In terms of the anonial pair (Q+,P+) the representation (33) orresponds
to the expressions
Q+(t) =
√
6
72
(Π+ + pΠ−)
W2
{[
1− 3p2
(1 + p2)2
]
(Π+ + pΠ−) + 6W d lnW
dt
}
,
P+(t) = −
√
6
12
(
Π+ + pΠ−
1 + p2
)
1
W ,
(34)
where
W d lnW
dt
= ±1
6
√
144W3 + (Π+ + pΠ−)
2
1 + p2
.
To obtain the analyti form of the metri funtions β±(t) we must integrate the right-
hand side of the expression giving P+(t). We apply the following theorem (see [24℄
p 641): If ℘′(z0) 6= 0, then
℘′(z0)
∫
dz
℘(z)− ℘(z0) = 2zζ(z0) + ln σ(z − z0)− ln σ(z + z0),
with Weierstrassian funtions ζ(z) and σ(z) dened by ζ ′(z) + ℘(z) = 0 and σ′(z) −
σ(z)ζ(z) = 0 respetively. To ahieve our aim we take z = t and z0 = tz, where tz is a
zero of the Weierstrass ellipti funtion, i.e. ℘(tz) = 0. Indeed, we obtain∫
dt
W(t) = ±
[
6
√
1 + p2
Π+ + pΠ−
][
2tζ(tz) + ln σ(t− tz)− ln σ(t+ tz)
]
, (35)
and we an write the orresponding homogeneous metris of type I under the form
ds2 = −dt2 + exp
[
±2(1 +
√
3p)√
1 + p2
tζ(tz)
][
σ(t− tz)
σ(t+ tz)
]± 1+√3p√
1+p2
dx2
+ exp
[
±2(1−
√
3p)√
1 + p2
tζ(tz)
][
σ(t− tz)
σ(t+ tz)
]± 1−√3p√
1+p2
dy2
+ exp
[
∓ 4√
1 + p2
tζ(tz)
][
σ(t− tz)
σ(t+ tz)
]∓ 2√
1+p2
dz2.
(36)
As a partiular ase of the present analysis we an speialise the above solution
(33) to the axisymmetri ase, for whih the seondary onstraint (26) redues to the
onditions
P−
P+ ≈ p ≈
Q−
Q+ , p ∈ {0,±
√
3}. (37)
Owing to the anonial transformation (27) the new variableQ− vanishes automatially.
Hene the super-Hamiltonian (29) beomes
Hc = − 1√
6
(Π+ + pΠ−)P+ − 2√
6
(
3p2 − 1
1 + p2
)
P2+Q+ −
Q2+
2(1 + p2)
(38)
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and the orresponding anonial equations are
Q˙+ = − 1√
6
(Π+ + pΠ−)− 4√
6
(
3p2 − 1
1 + p2
)
P+Q+, (39a)
P˙+ = 2√
6
(
3p2 − 1
1 + p2
)
P2+ +
Q+
1 + p2
. (39b)
As in the general ase we nd out the binomial equation of Briot and Bouquet (31) the
solution (33) of whih is valid for any value of the parameter p. Hene the axisymmetri
solution is obtained by setting p to 0 or ±√3 in equation (34) and nally in the metri
(36).
3.2.2. Constraint ϕq ≈ 0. Consider the extra onstraint expressing that the ratio of
the variables Q± be onstant, namely
ϕ(0)q = Q− − qQ+ ≈ 0, q ∈ R. (40)
The Poisson braket of ϕ
(0)
q and HD := Hc + λqϕ
(0)
q yields the seondary onstraint
ϕ(1)q = 4Q+
[
P−(q2 − 1)− 2qP+
]
− (Π− − qΠ+) ≈ 0. (41)
To hek the onsisteny of the involution algorithm we onsider two distint ases:
(i) The seondary onstraint (41) is identially satised if Π− − qΠ+ ≈ 0 and
P−(q2 − 1) − 2qP+ ≈ 0. Again, in order to proeed, we split up the analysis
into two subdivisions:
(a) If q 6= σ, with σ = ±1, the following weak equality holds: P− ≈ 2qP+/(q2−1).
The Poisson braket of ϕ
(1)
q and HD yields the onstraint
ϕ(2)q = (1− 3q2)λq + q(q2 − 3)Q+ −
4q(1− 3q2)(q2 − 3)√
6(q2 − 1)2 P
2
+ ≈ 0, (42)
where q 6= σ/√3, for we onsider nonzero anonial variables Q±. Consisteny
then leads to the determination of the Lagrange multiplier λq, viz.
λq ≈
[
q(q2 − 3)
3q2 − 1
]
Q+ +
[
4q(q2 − 3)√
6(q2 − 1)2
]
P2+.
When q ∈ {0, σ√3} the Poisson braket of ϕ(2)q andHD vanishes identially and
the involution algorithm does not generate any new onstraint. This subase
orresponds to a partiular ase of the axisymmetri solution with Π− ≈ qΠ+
(f. equation (37)). For the nonaxisymmetri ase, on the other hand, the next
step in the involution algorithm yields
Π+ ≈
[
4(q2 + 1)
q2 − 1 Q+ +
16(3q2 − 1)(q2 + 1)√
6(q + 1)3(q − 1)3 P
2
+
]
P+,
and the last step gives
Q+ ≈ (3q
2 − 1)(σ − 3)√
6(q2 − 1)2 P
2
+.
At this stage no more onstraints arise. Taking into aount that the super-
Hamiltonian (23) is weakly vanishing we nd out that Π+ must be equal to
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zero. This subase will be disussed in  3.2.3, as part of our disussion of the
generi ase with Π± ≈ 0.
(b) If q = σ, then P+ is weakly vanishing. The Poisson braket of ϕ(1)q and HD
yields the onstraint
ϕ(2)q = λq + σQ+ +
2σ√
6
P2− ≈ 0 (43)
and onsisteny determines the Lagrange multiplier λq. The Poisson braket
of ϕ
(2)
q and HD gives the weak equality
Π+ ≈
( 4
σ
Q+ + 8
σ
√
6
P2−
)
P−.
The last step in the involution algorithm yields
Q+ ≈ −3 + σ
2
√
6
P2−.
At this stage no more onstraints arise. The vanishing of the super-Hamiltonian
(23) restrits Π+ to be zero. As in the previous nonaxisymmetri ase with
q 6= σ, this subase will be disussed in  3.2.3.
(ii) When Π− − qΠ+ 6= 0, the Poisson braket of ϕ(1)q and HD yields the onstraint
ϕ(2)q =
√
6q(q2 − 3)Q2+ +
√
6(1− 3q2)λqQ+ + 4Q+(P+ + qP−)(qP+ − P−)
+Π−(P+ − qP−) + Π+(qP+ + P−) ≈ 0.
If q = σ/
√
3, the involution algorithm is losed when ϕ
(5)
q is omputed, but it does
not lead to any exat solutions sine the super-Hamiltonian is not ompatible with
the onstraints ϕ
(j)
q , with j = 1, . . . , 5. On the other hand, if q 6= σ/
√
3, we have
not been able to lose the algorithm. It turns out, however, that the involution
algorithm in this ase is useless sine the system under onsideration does not
produe an integration ase, as it an be shown by a loal study of its analyti
struture.
3.2.3. Constraints Π± ≈ 0. Consider now the extra onstraints expressing that the
anonial variables Π± be equal to zero. Contrary to the involution of the previous
onstraints ϕp and ϕq, the onsisteny algorithm here is trivial: it is unable to produe
any new information sine there are no seondary onstraints. The onstraints Π± ≈ 0
are rst lass; we an hoose their orresponding Lagrange multipliers λ± to be zero. In
that ase the onstraints remain weak equations to be imposed on the physial states of
the system. Hene the appropriate system of anonial equations is the system (24a)
(24b), where we set Π± to zero. Beside equation (24a), the relevant equations are thus
Q˙+ = 4√
6
(P+Q+ − P−Q−), (44a)
Q˙− = − 4√
6
(P−Q+ + P+Q−), (44b)
P˙+ = 2√
6
(P2− −P2+) +Q+, (44)
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P˙− = 4√
6
P+P− +Q−. (44d)
The super-Hamiltonian (23) is now given by
Hc = − 2√
6
[
Q+(P2− −P2+) + 2P+P−Q−
]
− 1
2
(Q2+ +Q2−). (45)
The general solution of equations (44a)(44d) is easy to produe under analyti form.
We rst solve equations (44) and (44d) for Q+ and Q− and write down seond-
order equations for P+ and P−, namely 3P¨± = 4ΣP±, with Σ := P2+ + P2−. Beside
the super-Hamiltonian onstraint, Hc ≈ 0, this system possesses the rst integral
P+P˙− − P−P˙+ = δ, where δ denotes an arbitrary onstant. Making use of the
super-Hamiltonian onstraint it is straightforward to produe a salar seond-order
equation for Σ, namely Σ¨ = 4Σ2. We integrate this last equation so as to produe
the solution 2Σ = 3℘(t − t0; 0, g3), with arbitrary onstants t0 and g3 = 169 δ2. This
redues the system 3P¨± = 4ΣP± to linear dierential equations of the Lamé type,
namely P¨± = 2℘(t− t0; 0, g3)P±, studied exhaustively in referenes [25℄ and [26℄ (if we
adopt Ine's notations, our partiular ase of the Lamé equation is speied by h = 0
and n = 1). The general solution of the system (44a)(44d) is indeed uniform. This
onrms the single-valuedness of a possible integrability ase deteted in Subsetion 4.3,
namely that the omplete system with Π± = 0 has the Painlevé property; see Subsetion
4.1. If we introdue tz suh that the transendental equation ℘(tz) = 0 is satised, i.e.
tz is a zero of the Weierstrass ellipti funtion, then the general solution to the system
under study is given by the fundamental set
P±,1 = exp[−tζ(tz)]σ(t+ tz)
σ(t)
, P±,2 = exp[+tζ(tz)]σ(t− tz)
σ(t)
, (46)
with Weierstrassian funtions ζ(t) and σ(t) dened by ζ˙(t) + ℘(t) = 0 and σ˙(t) −
σ(t)ζ(t) = 0 respetively. The solutions given by the fundamental set (46) are distint,
provided ei 6= 0, with i = 1, 2, 3, whih is indeed the ase here when g3 6= 0, sine ei,
with i = 1, 2, 3, are dened by
e1 + e2 + e3 = 0, 4(e2e3 + e3e1 + e1e2) = −g2 ≡ 0, 4e1e2e3 = g3.
If g3 = 0 = δ, then e1 = e2 = e3 = 0, and the solutions in the fundamental set are
not distint. This ase is better understood in the light of its analyti struture. We
shall see below that what is referred to as the singularity family f(3),± in Subsetion 4.2
and Appendix B beomes an exat two-parameter partiular solution when Π± vanish.
With K onstant, this is
Q+ = −
√
6
2
1± sin 4K − 2 sin2 4K
(t− t0)2 , Q− = −
√
6
2
cos 4K(1± 2 sin 4K)
(t− t0)2 ,
P+ = ±
√
6
2
sin 4K
t− t0 , P− = +
√
6
2
cos 4K
t− t0 .
(47)
Denoting χ := t − t0 and integrating equations (24a) we obtain type I homogeneous
metris under the form
ds2 = −dχ2 + χ∓ sin 4K−
√
3 cos 4Kdx2 + χ∓ sin 4K+
√
3 cos 4Kdy2 + χ±2 sin 4Kdz2. (48)
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4. Analyti struture of the Bianhi type I system
4.1. The Painlevé strategy
The existene of the above solutions, whether partiular solutions of the general
dierential system or general solutions of speialised systems, tells nothing about the
integrability or non-integrability of the omplete system and gives no information
whatsoever about the mere aessibility of an exat and losed-form analyti expression
of its general solution. This is due to the fat that the global involution algorithm of
the extra onstraints, as operated above, is not related with integrability and may even
prove to be nonexhaustive. The integrability issue will be takled through an invariant
investigation method of intrinsi properties of the general solution. In partiular,
the result will not depend on spei hoies of the metri, within some well-dened
equivalene lass.
The approah advoated by Painlevé proeeds from the main observation, nowadays
frequently exemplied in various areas of theoretial physis, that all analyti solutions
enountered are single-valued or multiple-valued nite expressions (possibly intriate)
depending on a nite number of funtionssolutions of linear equations, ellipti
funtions, and the six transendental funtions systematially extrated by Painlevé
and Gambier. Therefore, the building bloks of this proess are the funtions, expliitly
dened through their single-valuedness. This emphasises the relevane of the analyti
struture of the solution, as uniformisability ensures adaptability to all possible sets
of initial onditions. The next step of this approah deals with integrability in some
fundamental sense. Indeed, probing the analyti struture of a system requires a global,
as opposed to loal, integrability-related property, namely the Painlevé propertywe
reall that a dierential system possesses this property if, and only if, its general solution
is uniformisable or, equivalently, exhibits no movable ritial singularity. At this level,
integrable systems are dened in the sense of Painlevé as those systems that possess
the Painlevé property. The Painlevé property is invariant under arbitrary holomorphi
transformations of the independent variable and arbitrary homographi transformations
of dependent variables. In partiular, our results are invariant under arbitrary analyti
reparameterisations of time. Moreover, in keeping with the above observation, the
requirement for global single-valuedness ought to be relaxed so as to aommodate
the denition to integrability in the pratial sense. Upon using broader lasses of
transformations, the (unavoidable) analyti struture of the solution is easily kept under
ontrol and either allows, or rules out, the possibility to produe a mode of representation
of the general integral.
Suh an approah requires the analyti ontinuation of the solution in the omplex
domain of the independent variable and omputes generi behaviours of the solution in
a viinity of eah movable singularity. The trivial part of the Painlevé method, known as
the Painlevé test, produes neessary but not suient onditions for a system to enjoy
the Painlevé property and requires loal single-valuedness of the general solution in a
viinity of all possible families of movable singularities. We reall that movable essential
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singularities are diult to handle, sine one laks methods to write down onditions
under whih they are indeed nonritial. For a tutorial presentation of basi ideas and
onstrutive algorithms aimed at the generation of integrability onditions, we refer to
Conte [27℄ and Ramani, Grammatios, and Bountis [28℄.
4.2. Analyti proof of non-integrability
The omplete dierential system (24)(24f) admits three distint loal leading
behaviours in some viinity of movable singularities, that is, three distint singularity
families, given in Appendix B. The rst leading behaviour, denoted f(1), is valid
in a viinity of the movable point t = t1 and exists only when Π+Π− 6= 0. The
existene of the seond singularity family, referred to as f(2),±, valid in some viinity
of the movable point t = t2, requires Π−(2
√
3Π− ± 3Π+) 6= 0, respetively. The third
and last leading behaviour, denoted f(3),±, is valid in some viinity of the movable
point t = t3 and is assoiated with another arbitrary onstant parameter, denoted K
in Appendix B. It exists only when 4K 6∈ {0, π,−π, pi
2
,−pi
2
,∓pi
6
,∓5pi
6
}. The super-
Hamiltonian (23) introdues no new restritions sine, at leading order in χ := t − ti,
for all i = 1, 2, 3, it always vanishes in some viinity of movable singularities around
whih leading behaviours f(1), f(2),±, and f(3),± hold. Around eah speies of movable
singularities one must inquire whether it is possible to generate single-valued generi
loal representations of the general solution.
Suh loal expansions will be required to be both generi and single-valued. As it is
well known, both requirements are assoiated with Fuhsian indies of eah family. The
indies have been omputed for eah leading behaviour and all preliminary onditions
have proved to be fullled (for a thorough aount an interested reader may onsult
Appendix B). However, near both movable points t2 and t3 in C, it is not possible
to build single-valued generi loal expansions, unless some onstraints are imposed.
Introduing movable logarithmi terms in these loal series one may regain generiness
at the expense of losing the Painlevé property. The omplete proof of these laims an
be found in Appendix B.
Suh multiple-valuedness, betrayed by loal investigations, also pertains to the
general solution itself. This analytially proves that the system under onsideration is
not integrable. Its general solution exhibits, in omplex time, an innite number of
logarithmi transendental essential movable singularities; in other words, an analyti
struture not ompatible with integrability in the pratial sense: the quest for generi,
exat and losed-form analyti expressions of the solution is hopeless. This result holds
under spae-time transformations within the equivalene lass of the Painlevé property;
see Conte [27℄. Yet, loal information produed by the Painlevé test may still be used
in order to extrat all partiular systems whih may prove integrable. In the ase under
study, see Subsetion 3.2, it turns out that all partiular solutions are meromorphi, but
this is only a result of the appliation of the method.
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4.3. All integrable partiular ases
Even though this does not provide a proof but merely an indiation of uniformisability,
the Painlevé test requires loal single-valuedness around all possible speies of movable
singularities. We shall expliitly use the results given in Appendix B. Near the movable
point t = t2, the omplete set of integrability onditions is satised if one imposes
Π− = ±
√
3Π+ (49)
and requires the vanishing of the arbitrary onstant parameter assoiated with index
j = −3, i.e. Q˜(1)+,−3 = 0. Both onditions must be required simultaneously. On the other
hand, if one sets 2
√
3Π− = ∓3Π+ or Π− = 0, the family f(2),± dies out and ipso fato
no restrition needs fullment.
Near the movable point t = t3, single-valuedness may only be reovered in two
partiular ases. The rst ase deals with a loal representation of the general solution of
that speialised system obtained with Π± = 0. In this ase, loal leading behaviours f(1)
and f(2),± die out whilst, near t = t3, a meromorphi loal generi expansion is produed.
Indeed, in this ase,  3.2.3 has already provided the uniform general solution in losed
analyti form. The seond ase deals with a loal representation of some partiular
solution of the omplete dierential system and requires that the arbitrary parameter
K be suh that
sin 4K =
Π+√
Π2+ +Π
2−
, cos 4K = ± Π−√
Π2+ +Π
2−
. (50)
5. Conformal relationship with Einstein spaes
A four-dimensional spae-time (M, g) an be mapped onto an Einstein spae, under a
onformal transformation, g˜ab = e
2σ(x)gab, if and only if there exists a smooth funtion
σ(x) that satises
Lab = ∇aσ∇bσ −∇a∇bσ − 1
2
gabg
mn∇mσ∇nσ − Λ
6
e2σgab, (51)
where the tensor Lab is dened by equation (5) and Λ := R˜/4 denotes the osmologial
onstant haraterising the Einstein spae (M, g˜) [29℄. The rst integrability ondition
of equation (51) is given by
∇mCmabc + Cmabc∇mσ = 0. (52)
This is the neessary and suient ondition for a spae to be onformally related
to a C-spae [30℄. The seond integrability ondition of equation (51) is nothing
else than equation (2): fullment of the Bah equations is a neessary ondition for
a spae to be onformally related to an Einstein spae. If onsidered separately the
above integrability onditions of equation (51) are merely neessary onditions with
regard to the onformal relationship with Einstein spaes. However, Kozameh et al.
have proven that they onstitute a set of suient onditions as well: A spae-time
(M, g) is onformally related to an Einstein spae (M, g˜) if and only if equations (2) and
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(52) are fullled [31℄.
Now let us speify the omponents of equation (51) for the Bianhi type I metri
(6); we obtain the dierential system
2σ¨ − σ˙2 + 5(β˙2+ + β˙2−)−
Λ
3
e2σ = 0, (53a)
σ˙2 + 2σ˙(β˙+ +
√
3β˙−) + β¨+ +
√
3β¨− − β˙2+ − β˙2− −
Λ
3
e2σ = 0, (53b)
σ˙2 + 2σ˙(β˙+ −
√
3β˙−)− β¨+ −
√
3β¨− − β˙2+ − β˙2− −
Λ
3
e2σ = 0, (53)
σ˙2 − 4σ˙β˙+ − 2β¨+ − β˙2+ − β˙2− −
Λ
3
e2σ = 0, (53d)
whih readily integrates to yield the neessary and suient ondition for a spae of
Bianhi type I to be onformally related to an Einstein spae, namely
P± = −
√
6β˙± = −
√
6k±e−2σ, k± 6= 0, (54)
and provides us with a dierential equation that enables to determine expliitly the
onformal fator x := e2σ, viz.
x˙2 =
4
3
Λx3 + 4(k2+ + k
2
−). (55)
This last equation an be written as the Weierstrass ODE in terms of the Weierstrass
ellipti funtion W := ℘(t− t0; g2, g3), with invariants g2 = 0 and g3 = −49Λ2(k2+ + k2−).
Therefore, the onformal fator that brings a Bianhi type I spae onto an Einstein
spae is given by
e2σ(t) = 3Λ−1W. (56)
Taking this last result into aount we get from equation (54) the expliit form of the
funtions P±(t), that is
P±(t) = −
√
6
3
Λk±W−1. (57)
So far we have not used the Bah equations (A.1)(A.4) nor the equivalent anonial
system (24a)(24f). If we do so, we see that the expression (57) does atually oinide
with the solution (34) upon identifying
p ≡ k−
k+
, Λ ≡ k+Π+ + k−Π−
4(k2+ + k
2−)
. (58)
Thus we an rewrite type I homogeneous metris (36) under the equivalent form
ds2 = −dt2 + exp
[
±2(k+ +
√
3k−)√
k2+ + k
2−
tζ(tz)
][
σ(t− tz)
σ(t+ tz)
]± k++√3k−√
k2
+
+k2− dx2
+ exp
[
±2(k+ −
√
3k−)√
k2+ + k
2−
tζ(tz)
][
σ(t− tz)
σ(t+ tz)
]± k+−√3k−√
k2
+
+k2− dy2
+ exp
[
∓ 4k+√
k2+ + k
2−
tζ(tz)
][
σ(t− tz)
σ(t + tz)
]∓ 2k+√
k2
+
+k2− dz2.
(59)
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This is in agreement with the fat that imposing the onstraint (25)here, a diret
onsequene of equation (54)on the Bah equations is equivalent to requiring ondition
(52) to be fullled, as it an be proved with the help of Redue. In other words,
assuming that the ratio of variables P± is onstant is a neessary ondition for a Bianhi
type I spae to be onformally related to an Einstein spae; in onformal gravity, it
beomes a suient ondition as well. Thus the only way to nd out a solution to
the Bah equations that is not onformally related to an Einstein spae is to relax the
onstraint (25). In aordane with our analysis of the preeding setions, we have
indeed obtained the only losed-form analytial solution that annot be mapped onto
an Einstein spae, namely the general solution (46) to the anonial system (44a)(44d),
thereby onrming Shmidt's onjeture on the existene of suh solutions [32℄.
Now let us examine the partiular ase of a vanishing osmologial onstant Λ.
Equation (55) beomes trivial and yields (up to an irrelevant onstant of integration)
e2σ(t) = t− t0 =: χ. (60)
Inserting this result into equation (54) and integrating we obtain type I homogeneous
metris under the form
ds2 = −dχ2 + χ2(k++
√
3k−)dx2 + χ2(k+−
√
3k−)dy2 + χ−4k+dz2, (61)
whih oinides with the exat 2-parameter partiular solution (48) in the ase of zero
Π±, upon identifying k+ ≡ ∓12 sin 4K and k− ≡ −12 cos 4K. We then perform a
onformal transformation with onformal fator (60) and introdue the proper time
τ := χ3/2; hene the metri (61) that haraterises the onformal Einstein spae with
zero osmologial onstant is simply
ds2 = −dτ 2 + τ 23 [2(k++
√
3k−)+1]dx2 + τ
2
3
[2(k+−
√
3k−)+1]dy2 + τ
2
3
(1−4k+)dz2. (62)
If we denote by pi, with i = 1, 2, 3, the suessive exponents of τ in the spatial line
element of the metri (62), we obtain
p1 + p2 + p3 = 1, p
2
1 + p
2
2 + p
2
3 =
1
3
[
1 + 8(k2+ + k
2
−)
]
. (63)
Computing the Bah equations for the metri (61) we derive a onstraint on the
parameters k±, namely k2+ + k
2
− =
1
4
(and thus p21 + p
2
2 + p
2
3 = 1), that leads to the
vauum Bianhi type I Kasner solution in general relativity.
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Appendix A. Bah tensor of the Bianhi type I spae-time
We have omputed the omponents of the Bah tensor (3) for the Bianhi type I metri
(6), with the Exal pakage in Redue. Up to irrelevant multipliative fators, they
are:
B00 = 2
...
β− β˙− − β¨2− − 12β˙4− − 24β˙2−β˙2+ + 2
...
β+ β˙+ − β¨2+ − 12β˙4+, (A.1)
B11 =
√
3(
¨¨
β− − 24β¨−β˙2− − 8β¨−β˙2+ − 16β˙−β¨+β˙+)− 2
...
β− β˙− + β¨
2
−
−16β¨−β˙−β˙+ + 12β˙4− − 8β˙2−β¨+ + 24β˙2−β˙2+ + ¨¨β+
−2
...
β+ β˙+ + β¨
2
+ − 24β¨+β˙2+ + 12β˙4+, (A.2)
B22 =
√
3(
¨¨
β− − 24β¨−β˙2− − 8β¨−β˙2+ − 16β˙−β¨+β˙+) + 2
...
β− β˙− − β¨2−
+16β¨−β˙−β˙+ − 12β˙4− + 8β˙2−β¨+ − 24β˙2−β˙2+ − ¨¨β+
+2
...
β+ β˙+ − β¨2+ + 24β¨+β˙2+ − 12β˙4+, (A.3)
B33 = 2
...
β− β˙− − β¨2− + 32β¨−β˙−β˙+ − 12β˙4− − 16β˙2−β¨+ − 24β˙2−β˙2+
+2
¨¨
β+ + 2
...
β+ β˙+ − β¨2+ − 48β¨+β˙2+ − 12β˙4+. (A.4)
Appendix B. Painlevé analysis
Throughout this appendix we shall onsider the auxiliary variables
Q˜± ≡ Qa±± =
N∑
n=0
ǫn
(n−N)j−+j+∑
j=nj−
Q˜(n)±,j χj+q±, (B.1)
P˜± ≡ Pb±± =
N∑
n=0
ǫn
(n−N)j−+j+∑
j=nj−
P˜(n)±,j χj+p±. (B.2)
Loal analyti results presented here have been obtained through Redue [18℄
implementations of the Painlevé test [33℄. The omplete dierential system possesses
three distint singularity families, referred to as f(1), f(2),±, and f(3),±. In the series (B.1)
and (B.2) we have introdued:
• the integer exponents a± and b±, taking their values amongst {−1, 1} and induing
homographi transformations of dependent variables Q± and P± (indeed, the
Painlevé property is known to be preserved under suh mappings);
• the order N of the perturbative Painlevé test, taking its value amongst {0,∞};
• whenever N 6= 0, the small perturbative omplex parameter ǫ;
• the generially omplex numbers j− and j+, denoting respetively the lowest
and highest Fuhsian indiesFuhsian indies give the orders at whih arbitrary
onstant oeients enter the double expansion (B.1)(B.2);
• Q˜(n)±,j and P˜(n)±,j, the onstant oeients of the double expansion;
• the expansion variable χ of the inner Laurent series, given by t − t1, t − t2, and
t− t3 in the ases f(1), f(2),±, and f(3),± respetively;
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Table B1. Families of movable singularities for the Bianhi type I spae-time in
onformal gravity.
sf a±, b± N q±, p± Q˜(0)±,0, P˜(0)±,0 Indies
f(1) a± = −1 ∞ q± = −1 Q˜(0)±,0 = −
√
6
Π±
{−2,−2;−1,−1}
b± = −1 p± = −2 P˜(0)±,0 = − 2
√
6
Π±
(j−, j+) = (−2,−1)
f(2),± a+ = −1 ∞ q+ = −1 Q˜(0)+,0 = ± 3
√
2
Π−
{−3;−1; 1; 3}
a− = −1 q− = −1 Q˜(0)−,0 = 9
√
2
2
√
3Π−±3Π+ (j−, j+) = (−3, 3)
b+ = 1 p+ = −1 P˜(0)+,0 = −
√
6
4
b− = 1 p− = −1 P˜(0)−,0 = ∓ 3
√
2
4
f(3),± a+ = 1 0 q+ = −2 Q˜(0)+,0 = −
√
6
2 (1± s− 2s2) {−1; 0; 3; 4}
a− = 1 q− = −2 Q˜(0)−,0 = −
√
6
2 c(1 ± 2s) (j−, j+) = (−1, 4)
b+ = 1 p+ = −1 P˜(0)+,0 = ±
√
6
2 s
b− = 1 p− = −1 P˜(0)−,0 =
√
6
2 c
• the singularity orders, i.e. leading powers q± and p±;
• the nonvanishing oeients Q˜(0)±,0 and P˜(0)±,0.
For eah family, all aforementioned parameters are given by entries in table B1,
where sf stands for `singularity family' and with s := sin 4K and c := cos 4K. In the
ase f(3),± the reason for the peuliar parameterisation of leading oeients is that it
produes transparent integrability onditions; see below. The rightmost olumn provides
the set of Fuhsian indies.
Preliminary integrability onditions are fullled near all movable singularities,
loated at t = ti, for all i = 1, 2, 3. Indeed, singularity orders, i.e. leading powers q±
and p±, are negative integers; Fuhsian indies are integer numbers; maximal families
are generated, thus produing loal representations of the general solution, and rank
onditions are satised by eah set of Fuhsian indiesthe multipliity of eah distint
Fuhsian index equals the number of arbitrary onstant parameters to be introdued in
the expansion at urrent Fuhsian index.
Perturbative approahes to the Painlevé test are required: the approah due to
Ablowitz, Ramani, and Segur [34, 28℄, in the ase f(3),±, and the Fuhsian perturbative
approah devised by Conte, Fordy, and Pikering [27, 35, 36℄, in the ases f(1) and f(2),±.
The ansatz previously introdued enables us to generate some integrability onditions:
for eah value of (n, j) suh that 0 6 n 6 N and j is an index, an orthogonality ondition
must be fullled. Our results may be summarised as follows.
For all 0 6 n 6 5 and all j ∈ {−2,−1}, the integrability onditions are fullled
near t = t1. The family f(1) does seem to generate a single-valued loal representation
of the general solution, but we reall that the Fuhsian perturbative method is not a
bounded algorithmstrito sensu this is not an algorithm. However that may be, this
leading behaviour does not seem to be informative from the integrability point of view.
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On the ontrary, dealing with the family f(2),±, a loal expansion near t = t2 requires
the presene of logarithmi terms in order to re-establish generiness. The (n, j) = (0, 3)
integrability ondition is violated, unless one imposes the onstraint
±√3Π+ − Π−
Π−
= 0. (B.3)
Moreover, the onstraint Π− = ±
√
3Π+ does not prelude a subsequent inompatibility,
enountered when (n, j) = (1, 3). This last inompatibility vanishes only if one freezes
the arbitrary onstant parameter assoiated with the index j = −3 so as to satisfy the
relation
4
√
6
81
Q˜(1)+,−3Π2+ = 0 ⇔ Q˜(1)+,−3 = 0. (B.4)
Sine the multipliity of index j = −1 is one, it is always possible upon a gauge hoie
to impose one salar onstraint amongst the two arbitrary parameters assoiated with
that index j = −1, namely, t2 and Q˜(1)+,−1. We shall use this gauge freedom and set
Q˜(1)+,−1 = 0. Under these irumstanes, the Fuhsian perturbative method redues to
the test of Ablowitz, Ramani, and Segurthe algorithm stops.
We now onsider the family f(3),± and produe integrability onditions in a viinity
of the movable point t = t3. Again, logarithmi terms are required if one demands
generi representations. The (n, j) = (0, 3) integrability ondition is inompatible,
unless the onstraint
Π+ cos 4K ∓Π− sin 4K
sin 4K cos 4K
= 0 (B.5)
is obeyed. The last ourrene of an index, namely (n, j) = (0, 4), gives no new
informationthe index j = 4 turns out to be ompatible. Loal single-valuedness
may only be reovered in two partiular ases:
(i) In the ases where both Π+ and Π− vanish the general 4-parameter solution is
loally single-valued near the movable point t = t3. Indeed, when Π± = 0 the only
surviving family is f(3),± and the weighted-homogeneous leading behaviour beomes
an exat two-parameter meromorphi partiular solution; see  3.2.3.
(ii) When Π+ 6= 0 and Π− 6= 0, loal single-valuedness may only be reovered in the
partiular ase
sin 4K :=
Π+√
Π2+ +Π
2−
, cos 4K := ± Π−√
Π2+ +Π
2−
. (B.6)
Integrability results are summarised in table B2, whih gives, for eah singularity
family: all relevant existene onditions; nontrivial integrability onditionsi.e. inom-
patibilities of onditions for the system to possess the Painlevé property; and all
possibly integrable partiular ases. The olumn providing the set of inompatibilities
gives the value of (n, j) where nontrivial onditions were met.
Near the movable point t = t2, the super-Hamiltonian onstraint Hc ≈ 0 requires
Q˜(0)+,1 = 0. Taking into aount all f(2),± integrability onditions one thus generates
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Table B2. Loal integrability onditions for the Bianhi type I spae-time in onformal
gravity.
sf Existene onditions Violations Integrable ases
f(1) Π+Π− 6= 0 ∅
f(2),± Π−(2
√
3Π− ± 3Π+) 6= 0 (n, j) = (0, 3) Π− = ±
√
3Π+
and and
(n, j) = (1, 3) Q˜(1)+,−3 = 0
f(3),± 4K 6∈ {0, pi,−pi, pi2 ,−pi2 ,∓pi6 ,∓ 5pi6 } (n, j) = (0, 3) Π+ = Π− = 0
or
cos 4K
sin 4K = ±Π−Π+
two-parameter meromorphi representations that begin like the trunated sums
Q˜+ ≈
√
6
Π+
χ−1 + Q˜(0)+,3χ2,
Q˜− ≈ ±
√
2
Π+
χ−1 ±
(
2
√
2
9
−
√
3
9
Q˜(0)+,3
)
χ2,
P˜+ ≈ −
√
6
4
χ−1 +
(√
6
6
− 3
4
Q˜(0)+,3
)
Π+χ
2,
P˜− ≈ ∓ 3
√
2
4
χ−1 ±
√
3
4
Q˜(0)+,3Π+χ2.
Remarkably enough, if we set Q˜(0)+,3 :=
√
6
6
in these expansions, we are brought bak to
manifolds with axial symmetry, sine trunated-from-below Laurent series for P˜− and
Q˜+ then identially redue to the expansions for ±
√
3P˜+ and ±
√
3Q˜− respetively.
Near the movable point t = t3, the super-Hamiltonian onstraint Hc ≈ 0 requires
P˜(0)−,4 = 0. Let us denote σ := Π2+ + Π2− and onsider the family f(3),± in the integrable
ase suh that
√
σ sin 4K = Π+ and
√
σ cos 4K = ±Π−. In suh ases, the loal Painlevé
test produes the two-parameter meromorphi series
Q˜+ ≈ ∓
√
6
2σ
[
Π+
√
σ ∓ (Π2+ − Π2−)
]
χ−2
±
[√
6
12
√
σ ±
√
6
12
σ
Π+
− 4P˜(0)−,3Π−
√
σ
σ
∓ 2P˜(0)−,3
Π−
Π+
]
χ,
Q˜− ≈ ∓
√
6
2σ
[
Π−
√
σ ± 2Π+Π−
]
χ−2
∓
[√
6
12
Π−
Π+
√
σ + 2P˜(0)−,3
1
Π+
(Π2+ − Π2−)
√
σ
σ
∓ 2P˜(0)−,3
]
χ,
P˜+ ≈ ±
√
6
2
Π+√
σ
χ−1 +
[√
6
24
σ
Π+
− Π−
Π+
P˜(0)−,3
]
χ2,
P˜− ≈ ±
√
6
2
Π−√
σ
χ−1 + P˜(0)−,3χ2.
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Again, we note that if one imposes 8P˜(0)−,3 := ±
√
2Π+ in these expansions, loal
representations of axially symmetri manifolds are produed.
To end this appendix, let us note that in ases suh that both Π+ and Π− vanish, a
fourth singularity family, hereafter referred to as f(4),±, may enrih the analyti struture
of the system. In terms of the expansion variable χ := t− t4, this fourth loal behaviour
has leading terms
Q+ ≈ ±
√
3
3
Q(0)−,0χ2, Q− ≈ Q(0)−,0χ2, P+ ≈ −
√
6
4
χ−1, P− ≈ ∓3
√
2
4
χ−1, (B.7)
and four Fuhsian indies, namely {−4;−1; 0; 3}, for whih the rank integrability
ondition is satised. However, when the super-Hamiltonian onstraint Hc ≈ 0 is
to be satised, this implies the restrition ∓6√2Q(0)−,0 = 0, and the family f(4),± dies
out. Therefore, the new family enrihes the analyti struture of the system only when
Hc 6≈ 0.
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